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Three-dimensional tissue culture based on
magnetic cell levitation
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Although protein-based gel environments or rotational/agitation-based bioreactors have been developed in attempts to allow
three-dimensional cell culture1–5, broad practical application of
such methods has not yet been achieved2–4. A straightforward technology enabling three-dimensional cell culture therefore remains an
unmet need3,4. To address this challenge, we introduce a ‘threedimensional bio-assembler’ that relies on magnetic forces and cell
levitation6–8. The methodology is based on the cellular uptake and
subsequent magnetic levitation of a bioinorganic hydrogel composed of bacteriophage (phage) plus magnetic iron oxide (MIO;
Fe3O4 , magnetite) and gold nanoparticles that self-assemble into
hydrogels (Fig. 1a). Incorporation of MIO nanoparticles creates a
new material that retains the biocompatibility of gold–phage hydro2D
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establishment of cell–cell interactions. Existing commercial
products, such as Matrigel11, are useful and not particularly expensive, but their chemical composition is ﬁxed (that is, unchangeable).
In contrast, our bio-assembler allows adaptable magnetic-based
cell levitation and may provide for improved three-dimensional
cell-growth conditions in certain settings. The methodology is

cost-effective, because it does not require a speciﬁc medium, and it
is compatible with standard two-dimensional cell culture techniques.
The biological application of magnetic forces has long been
studied13–18. For example, magnetic resonance imaging is a mainstay
of clinical diagnostic radiology, relying on superconducting magnets
and large magnetic ﬁelds. Magnets have also been used to levitate
biological samples through the natural diamagnetism of organic
materials6. Incorporation of MIO nanoparticles has further enabled
manipulation of surface patterns7,13, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging14, cell sorting14, mechano-conditioning of cells14–16,
studies of mechano-sensitive membrane properties17, and cellular
micromanipulation18. However, although MIO nanoparticles can be
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presumably due to surface tension (Fig. 2a–c). The observed cell
levitation in the liquid medium conﬁrms that the ﬁeld from a permanent magnet is sufﬁcient to overcome the gravitational force to
reach a steady state, consistent with our theoretical estimates
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